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14. ABSTRACT
Fundamental studies of nanosecond pulsed atmospheric pressure plasmas including a millimeter He-O₂ plasma jet, generated with a concentric tubular electrode configuration, and micrometer He plasma jet, generated with a single electrode, were conducted. These studies include 1) temporally and spatially resolved measurements of atomic oxygen ground state (O(3P)) in the 2-cm long, 1-mm He-O₂ plasma jets using Two-Photon Absorption Laser Induced Fluorescence (TALIF); 2) plasma dynamics and emission spectroscopic comparisons of single-electrode helium microplasma jets that was excited with 5 ns or 164 ns, 8 kV pulses at 500 Hz. Applications of the atmospheric pressure plasma jets and jet arrays (e.g. plasma brush) were explored for surface decontamination against pathogenic bacteria and biofilms, as well as for treatment of cervical cancer, in vitro. Other studies involving portable nanosecond pulsed power generation based gas switches or photoconductive solid state switches, non-equilibrium surface plasma chemistry and applications were also conducted.
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Abstract:
Fundamental studies of nanosecond pulsed atmospheric pressure plasmas including a millimeter He-O₂ plasma jet, generated with a concentric tubular electrode configuration, and micrometer He plasma jet, generated with a single electrode, were conducted. 1) Temporal development and spatial distribution of atomic oxygen ground state (O⁢[^{3}P]) in the 2-cm long, 1-mm He-O₂ plasma jets were measured using Two-Photon Absorption Laser Induced Fluorescence (TALIF) in collaboration with Dr. Campbell Carter at Wright-Patterson AFRL. Oxygen number density on the order of 10^{13} cm^{-3} in a 150-ns, 6-kV plasma jet was obtained for an axial distance up to 5 mm above the device nozzle. Electrostatic modeling and energy-dependent studies showed that the direct and indirect electron-induced processes in the pulsed plasma jet are responsible for the O production. 2) A single-electrode helium microplasma jet was generated in ambient atmosphere when the electrode was excited with 5 ns or 164 ns, 8 kV pulses at 500 Hz. Spatially-resolved optical emission spectroscopy showed that the production of excited atomic oxygen increased by a factor of 2 for the 5 ns pulsed plasma jet when compared with that for a 164 ns pulsed plasma jet operating at the same voltage amplitude, pulse frequency, and flow conditions. This signifies an enhanced efficiency of atomic oxygen production by highly non-equilibrium plasmas excited with high voltage pulses with fast rising time and relatively short durations. Analysis of the rovibronic emission from N₂ (C-B) indicated a rotational and vibrational temperature of 300 K ± 50 K and 3000 ± 200 K, respectively, for both the 5 ns and 164 ns pulsed plasma jets. 3) Applications of the atmospheric pressure plasma jets and jet arrays (e.g. plasma brush) were explored for surface decontamination against pathogenic bacteria and biofilms, as well as for treatment of cervical cancer, in vitro. 4) Other studies involving portable nanosecond pulsed power generation based gas switches or photoconductive solid-state switches, non-equilibrium surface plasma chemistry and applications were also conducted.
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